QZKCoin Guide: Everything you need to know about it
Introduction
The current world is surrounded by cryptocurrency, our journey is about making payment gateway easily
for unaware countries like Pakistan, QZKCoin is our big accomplishment in this perspective.
QZKCoin is a kind of cryptocurrency that is launched in the crypto market by Qazeek pay, to ease the
payment gateway for people around the globe, it also aims at providing payment Management Services,
and allows people around the globe to make safe and secure transactions.
QZKCoin is a peer-to-peer cryptocurrency that allows the user to directly exchange it with individuals and
parties without involving any mediator, the architecture behind QZKCoin is the decentralized Blockchain,
which allows people to have all the records of their data on their own without depending on others.
It holds multiple benefits for people, which will increase the surge in demand for QZKCOINs.

Problems
Need is the reason behind every development, to overcome the problems people face due to the PayPal
payment gateway, we started this journey.
Several countries, do not have the facility of PayPal, also considering PayPal flaws like they can block your
account in case you are having a large balance in your account.
QZKCoin does not work in this manner, it ensures the security and safety of the digital assets of people.

Benefits
●It has great benefits for investors, as they are currently pricing low because of the less awareness among
people, investors can buy it now and enjoy the benefits in the future.
●QzkCoin is listed on exchanges like Dex-trade, Koinbazar, and CoinGecko, which generates an open
opportunity for people to buy it for short-term and long-term investments.
●QzkCoin has a lower inflation risk due to its decentralized Blockchain which allows people to have it
without worrying about the loss in its value, Blockchain will never face its end in the future.
●To highlight its benefits, QZKCoin is built on mainnet framework which ensures its authenticity and made
it out of the list of scam coins.
●Its market supply is low which means it holds great revenue for the early investors and its sales are
increasing and are most likely to evolve your trade business.

Usability
●QZKCoin has numerous long-term uses, traders can trade through it around the globe with full
confidence.
●People can perform their daily-life transactions as well as their business transactions around the globe
without any doubt because every transaction they made is recorded permanently.

●QZKCoin can be used to perform Payment Management Services for e-commerce and business which
will enhance its user community.
●QzkCoin can also be used to buy products or services online, without any central control.

Tokenomics
It is important to know QZKCoin’s allocation criteria which will help people to make up their minds about
having it, here are the simple percentage criteria which highlight its allocation.
The Private Sales of QZKCoin are at 33% so far, we Locked it to 24% to give full confidence to our investors
because we believe that financial success is achieved by providing loyalty and confidence to our investors
and buyers.
The Initial Exchange Offering (IEO) utilized 22%, and the Marketing percentage is set to 8% which we
utilize in influencer marketing to generate great revenue, for our Development Team we fixed 5% for all
the development and future maintenance.
Whereas 3% is reserved for the Founder, and 3% for Listing which will utilize in enlisting it to exchanges,
and 2% is reserved for Airdrops which we are likely to perform in the 3rd quarter and next one shortly.

Roadmap
We believe in long-term success for QZKCoin, we are truly dedicated to accomplishing its roadmap within
the specified period.
So far second quarter of 2021, we completed the plan as well as the development of QZKCoin, and also
launched it to the cryptocurrency market on 15th June 2021, In the third quarter of 2021, we listed it in
the Koinbazar exchange and the CoinGeck, we are hoping to enlist it in the Coin Market Cap (CMP), and
working on its Whitepaper launch.
In the fourth quarter of 2021, we are optimistically working to enlist QZKCoin in several big exchanges.
We planned the first quarter of 2022, utilizing the complete % of our Airdrops, and work hard to enlisting
QZKCoin in several well-renowned and huge exchanges of the world.

